Abstract
Introduction
Compared to 20.7 million tons in 2006 and 43.7 million tons in 2007, in 2008 the Chinese coastal coal transportation quantities achieve 46.6 million tons. In the next five years, it is expected that of coal transportation quantities from northern ports to Southeast coast will increase 30 million tons per year. [1] The problems of coal North-south transportation are following:
And the coal demand of South coast will reach 500 million tons in 2010 and 600 million tons in 2020, which means that China will increase coal shipped turnover from north to south along the coast. 1) For in the northern coastal ports coal loading capacity is insufficient, it is necessary to further adapt to the needs of the railway expansion.
2) In ports of East China and South China coal loading and unloading capacity and transferring capacity are lack, and transportation system structure contradiction is dominant.
3) Users' coal inventories are lower, which add the tension of coal transportation.
Measures to improve coal transportation capacity are following:
1) Improve coal transportation capacity of the northern ports, and speed up the loading and unloading efficiency.
2) Increase the supply capacity of the northern ports. [2] 3) Build large coal-fired loading and unloading transshipment ports and transferring stations in the southeast coast.
4) Do a good job for the combination between supply and transport to ensure the timely and reliable coal supply.
The effectiveness and significance to establish transshipment ports are following: as the coal throughput of northern shipping ports is huge, largetonnage transport ships will help improve transport efficiency. [3] But the power plant construction and maintenance of large-tonnage docks need large resources. So plant docks are not suitable too large. Therefore, the loading ports in the North need to use 50 thousands to 150 thousands tonnage ships to ship coal to large-scale transshipment ports, and then use 5 thousands to 10 thousands tonnage self-unloading ships to ship various plant docks. [4] Therefore, this paper utilizes the WITNESS logistics software platform to establish a simulation model about a power coal ocean shipping logistics system of a transshipment port as the center and studies transshipment port operating mechanism through the running simulation model and optimal design of power coal logistics cost.
Ocean Shipping System Factors Analysis
This system is mainly to study how to rationally use existing resources of the transshipment port to guarantee the security and stability of power plant Journal of Convergence Information Technology Volume 5, Number 2, April 2010 coal-fired supply and maximum economic benefits of the logistics system. And influencing factors are following:
1) The train transportation capacity from one mine to one port, and coal prices and unit shipment costs in different periods.
2) Based on the transshipment port and coal supply harbors, the dependence level, the distance, the inventory requirements, the loading capacity, the parking level and quantity. [5] 3) The handling capacity, the inventory requirements and costs, the parking level and quantity, as well as the power plant' demands of coals in the transshipment port.
4) The cost of shipping companies is concerned with the seasons, weather, ship tonnage and economic transportation weight. This paper adopts self-unloading mode. For the shipping companies In this way, although compared a conventional ship, the cost of the same tonnage self-unloading ship is more than 20% to 30%, but the unloading time is shorter, the turnover is quicker, and transportation quantities of each ship are higher. Usually the coastal coal users are mostly twoway transport distance of 250 nautical miles. Because the journey time is short, cost-effectiveness is more pronounced.
Construction Model

Parameters Definition
The model input parameters: Q (k) as the coal demand of a transshipment port at stage k, t; E as the proportion of a supplier' supply occupying total demands (top limit),%; C i (k) as order cost of coal i at stage k ,yuan/t; B i (k) as unit railway direct transport costs of coal i at stage k, Yuan/t; P i (k) as unit purchase price of coal i at stage k, Yuan/t; G (k) as power plant unit storage costs at stage k, Yuan/t; S as stockpile capacity of a power plant, t; L i as lowest limit of direct railway economic transport capacity, %; H (k) ,D(k) respectively as large and small tonnage ship unit freight at stage k, Yuan/t; LL i ,LS i respectively as lowest limit of large and small tonnage ship economic capacity, %; HC(k),DC(k) respectively as harbor and transshipment port bringing surcharge per unit weight coal, including loading and unloading fees, Yuan/t; HS, DS respectively as harbor and transshipment port maximum storage capacity, t; S (k) as safe stockpile quantities of a transshipment port at stage k, t ; U i as the arriving rate of supplier i providing coals ,%; U as the minimum acceptable arriving rate of a transshipment port,% ;R as the discount rate,%; T i as the delayed period of a transshipment port paying for coal i, d; X ij as index j value of coal i,%; Y j
The model output parameters: Z as a boiler requesting coal index j value,%; Wage (k) as total indirect costs of harbors and a transshipment port at stage k, Yuan / month. i (k) as the quantities of ordering coals from suppliers i at stage k, t; V (k) as the stockpile of transshipment port fired coals at initial stage k , t; cost i (k) as purchasing and transporting coals total costs from supplier i at stage k; stock (k) as transshipment port stockpile costs at stage k; cost as the total cost of coal-fired coast shipping logistics system. [6] 
Assumption of Constraint Conditions and the Determination of the Objective Function
Construction of the model based on the following assumptions:
1) In order to maintain consistency with the ordering fired coal plan , the research cycle of the model is assumed to be one year. Namely, a one-year coal-fired subscription plan is design. And the research phases of the model are monthly divided into 12 stages, and each month is calculated by 30 days;
2) In order to ensure the security and stability of coal supply, the dependence level to each supplier of one transshipment port is not more than 50%, and each supplier provide only one type of coal, namely:
3) Assuming under the condition of the rail direct transport mode, trains and ships have minimum and maximum capacity constraints; 4) In order to the actual situation of unequal paths from suppliers to harbors and from harbors to the transshipment port, and to ensure the accessibility of the model, the model utilizes different transport costs per km to express unequal paths, that is, under the conditions of different fired coals with unequal transport costs per km and the coal-fired invariable unit transport cost per km at every stage , the paths in the model show the equal distance from different suppliers to the same harbor and from different harbors to the same transshipment port; 5) In general, first the coal enterprises pay for freight, and after coals arriving to the transshipment port, the transshipment port together pays for purchase costs and freight. Therefore, in order to reflect capital time value on the impact of the coal-fired cost, the model introduce a discount rate and a transshipment port delayed payment period for coal i to accurately reflect the true value cost, and the delayed period is different with different suppliers;
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Logistics System on the Basis of WITNESS Li Yabin 6) Ordered coals arrive in the same stage; 7) The stockpile is the quantities of the beginning of each stage (month, day), and unit storage cost is related to storage quantities and stages, and there are the largest stockpile and safety stock restrictions, namely:
8) The coals-mixed quality requirements of the boiler mainly reflect coal-fired caloric power, the volatile content, moisture content, sulfur content and ash content, and so on. These indexes must be controlled to set limits. When the raw coal arrives at the transshipment port, there is the lowest request regarding the coal arriving percentage. After the quality testers checkout indexes and quantities, it can be arranged by the dropping coal personnel to unload the coal to the coal field, namely:
9) The running costs of the transshipment port in the system mainly are consisted of three parts, namely, the costs of purchasing and transporting coals, stockpile costs and indirect costs. The objective function is set to the minimum total cost of the logistics system, namely: 
Research on Simulation and Optimization Applying WITNESS Programs
This article makes Gaolan port as a study object, lying in the Pearl River Delta region. The port will build a 100,000-ton coal loading and unloading berth, and simultaneously built three 3,000-ton and a 2000-ton berths. After the completion, 15 million tons to 20 million tons of coals will be shipped to the Pearl River Delta via Pearl River. Applying WITNESS to establish a simulation and optimization system, the parameters are as follows:
The transshipment port purchases coals from three suppliers, supposing Qin Huangdao harbor is export harbor, purchase period is twelve months, and each month is 30 days and as one stage, k=12. Initially stockpile V (0) = 1100000 t, E = 0.5, C i (k) = 900
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Result Analysis
After system operation, the simulation results can macroscopically show the bottlenecks of the logistics system operation and the information of resource utilization efficiency at all aspects, which can be targets to repeatedly adjust logistics system resource allocation for the final maximize resource utilization, and minimize logistics costs. After the optimization of
